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The colours shown are indicative
and colour samples should be 
requested for a true representation
of the products colour

Abbey Artstone  Architectural masonry is manufactured in accordance 
with GRCA Specification.  We use naturally occurring aggregates, sand, 
Portland cement and an integral waterproofer; pigments are added were necessary.

Whereas traditional concrete is classified by its compressive strength, GRC 
is classified by reference to its characteristic flexural strength, referred to as 
Modulus of Rupture or MOR). 

GRC When tested in accordance with BS1881:Part 116: 1983 and BS1217:1997 
and the United Kingdom cast Stone Association, the cast stone was tested over t
hree 150mm cubes giving an average crushing strength well in excess 
of 50KN/mm2.

All Abbey Artstone Architectural masonry complies with following 
tolerances unless otherwise agreed in writing by 

The maximum permitted variation from plane is 0.03% of the maximum 
dimension of the item of 3mm whichever is the greater.

The actual dimensions of individual regular units should conform to the stated 
dimensions subject to the tolerances in our full specification

TECHNICAL DATA

TECHNICAL DATA

COMPOSITION

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

MANUFACTURING TOLERANCES 

DENSITY

The typical mean density of Abbey Artstone Limited Architectural GRC
masonry is 2000kg/m3

WEATHERING
Many factors influence the way GRC weathers; such as design, exposure, climate 
and surrounding.  All pigments used are colorfast and durable and confirm to 
BS1014. Abbey Art Stone architectural dressings will weather in a similar manner 
to natural stone, when exposed to similar conditions.

FIRE RESISTANCE
Units manufactured in accordance GRCA standards and have been tested by 
Warrington Fire Global Safety. Tested in accordance with EN 13501-1:2007 
 
GRC  Reaction to Fire classification: A1
Polymer GRC - Reaction to Fire classification: A2-s1, d0

STRUCTURAL USE

All GRC Units are non structural and must not be used in compression. All fixing 
must be used in accordance with the drawings provided failure to do so will 
invalidate any product warranty.

The contractor shall ensure that health, safety and welfare measures required 
or by virtue of the provision of any enactment or regulation or the working rules 
of the industry are complied with.
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GRC Porticos
Lightweight entrance porticos

Abbey Artstone's range of lightweight products designed for the construction industry is the only range of post
fix lightweight GRC door surrounds available. With our range of GRC porticos you have an alternative to 
traditional precast or natural stone.

Advantages of GRC over precast
      Post fix design reducing the amount of damage that can occur prior to the structure completion.
      Ultra thin and lightweight units that reduce labour and mechanical lifting (time and cost.)
      Very little demand on the structure to which it is attached to.
      Hidden fixing system.
      High resistance to water absorption.
      Weathering occurs almost the same as with any precast stone keeping the building
      constant over time.
      Low maintenance with no UV light deterioration

We have a wide range of portico styles to suit your needs.



PORTICO OVERVIEW
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PORTICO OVERVIEW

OPTIONAL GRP ROOF 
WITH DRAINAGE

HOLLOW COLUMN
MECHANICALLY FIXED
WITH STEELWORK FRAME
4 DIFFERENT STYLES
TO SUIT

HOLLOW PORTICO BEAM
MECHANICALLY FIXED
WITH STEELWORK FRAME
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PORTICO COLUMN DETAILS

COLUMN TC1

max 2950mm 

COLUMN TC2

max 3440mm

COLUMN TC5

max 2910mm 

COLUMN TC6

max 4010mm 

440

370

390

360

440440440 530

2140

max
810

2630

max
810

2100

max
810

3410

max
600
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PORTICO BEAM DETAILS

BEAM TYPE A

390mm high

BEAM TYPE B

485mm high

BEAM TYPE C

650mm high

BEAM TYPE D

715mm high

Optional Roof and Drainage
cast from glass reinforced plastic supplied with internal drainage pipe

GRC Beam Options

650 715
485

390

OVERHANG

Beam projects

UNDERHAND

Column projects
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Our range of GRC Porticos give a great modern lightweight alternative to precast and natural stone products which
are bulky, expensive, heavy and time consuming to fit.

ADVANTAGES OF GRC PORTICOS

Post fix design reduces the amount of damage which can occour prior to project completion.

Ultra thin and lightweight design reduces mechanical lifting and on site labour both a time and cost saving.

Very little demand on the existing structure to which it is attached.

High resistance to water absorbtion

Weathering occurs almost the same as precast stone keeping the appearance of your building constant

Low maintenance with no UV light deterioration

Hidden lightweight steel support system eliminating heavy steel and concrete support for precast

Integral pre finished soffit, no other trades required after construction

Pre finished lead coloured GRP roof with drainange, no requirements for Lead or Asphalt to be laid

Typical speed of construction for two / three men is 1 to 2 days

Can be used in refurbishment situations and existing building structures

Construction method is not weather dependant.

Advantages of GRC Porticos
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ffl - finished floor level
fgl - finished ground level

fig2

50mm

x

w

fig1

beam type

column type

column to beam
detail

grp roof with drainage

FGL and FFL Setting out
Generallay above the FFL we recommend

an upstand of 150mm minimum but this can be 
created to suit your requirements, Below the FFl we again recommend

150mm plus another 50mm below FGL.

Column Type
You must choose your column type carefully as these vary in 
height, although some adjustment is available to each column
type a very tall portico would require a different column to a very
short one.

GRP Roof
This is an optional component and can be 
supplied at extra cost, if you choose can can create your 
own leadroof or other detail to match your requirements

P

Opening Sizes
This helps us get an overall view
of how the portico will look and help
to spot any potential areas for problems with
the provided sizes.

fig3

Q

S

Column Positioning
Is one of the most important aspects of specifying your portico

it determins the overall size of the beam units. The way to do this
is to specify the distance from the door to the column both from the side

view of the portico (S) and from the front view (Q)

fig4

PORTICO SPECIFYING
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fig5

R

Space above door
specifying the amount of space you require above the door below
the bottom of the portico beam allows us to determine the exact height
you would like for your portico. This also creates a visual break 
between the door and the stonework. If this dimension is not specified
a nominal figure of 290mm is assumed.

If it is possible please could you also supply any plans. sections and
elevations of the structure that the portico is going to be attached to.
This enables us to flag up any possible structural problems that may 
cause your portico design to be delayed.  It will also allow us to check
that the supplied dimensions are also suitable for the project.

Name

Company

Address

Telephone Facsimile

Email

Please contact me via.
(tick all that apply) Telephone Facsimile Email Post

Portico Requirements / Specification

Contact Details

Column Type Column to beam detailBeam Type

Project Name Site Location

Enquiry
Site surveys are required if "as build drawings" are not available. 
This will require a survey by our structural engineer to asertain the 
building intergrity. Surveying of the ground conditions and its 
ability to support the portico is the responsibility of the contractor / client.

Dimensions submitted are the responsibility of the client / 
main contract. No responsibility will be accepted for incorrect dimensions
submitted that result in the portico not fitting correctly. We reserve the 
right to re charge our design fee for incorrectly produced drawings.

Is the structure new build  or existing? NEW EXISTING Is a site survey required? YES NO

See fig.1

Distance between FGL and FFL Distance between FFL and top of base

See fig.2

Height of structural opening Width of structural opening

See fig.3

X W

T P

Distance to column base from door

See fig.4

S Distance to column base from door Q

Height above door

See fig.5

R

PORTICO SPECIFYING



ABBEY ARTSTONE
Worth Valley Works, Pitt Street, Keighley, West Yorkshire, BD21 4PF

Semi Dry | Wet Cast | Glass Reinforced Concrete | Glass Reinforced Plastic

Company Registration Number : 7529533

Tel. 01535 610964 Fax. 01535 690989 Email. info@abbeyartstone.co.uk


